ART JOURNAL DIRECTIONS

Students will listen to several spirituals and draw their impressions in their journals. This activity can also include other famous spiritual recordings. Copy the number of art journal entries that students will complete as well as the cover which they should feel free to decorate. Each spiritual listed below is hyperlinked to a recording on YouTube that can be used in class.

Suggested Spirituals by Margret Bonds for Listening:

1. **Dry Bones**, arr. Margaret Bonds, perf. Marti Newland  
   [https://youtu.be/qDhSWo54eYU?list=PLxFdXc0wRXHemFZtiST_7KXhQGAcwM](https://youtu.be/qDhSWo54eYU?list=PLxFdXc0wRXHemFZtiST_7KXhQGAcwM)

2. **Little David**, arr. Margaret Bonds, perf. Louise Toppin  
   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eM_CG9_CbQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eM_CG9_CbQ)

3. **He's Got the Whole World in His Hands**, arr. Margaret Bonds, perf. Leontyne Price  
   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xppOLX5ICE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xppOLX5ICE)

   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MX2w5urMF9c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MX2w5urMF9c)

5. **Ezek'el Saw the Wheel**, arr. Margaret Bonds, perf. Darryl Taylor  
   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNnHrVokCA4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNnHrVokCA4)

6. **This Little Light of Mine**, arr. Margaret Bonds, perf. Leontyne Price  
   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4l8rjJRT0Y](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4l8rjJRT0Y)

Other Suggested Spirituals for Listening:

1. **Ride on, King Jesus**, arr. Hall Johnson, perf. Leontyne Price  
   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFM9GjwZBwx](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFM9GjwZBwx)

2. **Swing Low, Sweet Chariot**, perf. Leontyne Price  
   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1HB8bk1-bE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1HB8bk1-bE)

   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86egpZCM6BE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86egpZCM6BE)

   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCED_DwJzY0&index=2&list=PLD8C208E2A887F30C](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCED_DwJzY0&index=2&list=PLD8C208E2A887F30C)

5. **Scandalize My Name**, perf. Kathleen Battle & Jessye Norman  
   [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6EOXT6_inw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6EOXT6_inw)